Q: What do you get when you cross a scooter
with a diver in current?
A: High-Speed Drift… of Course!!

The Ultimate Underwater Adventure!

Absolutely one of the most exhilarating experiences you will ever have underwater, our
High-Speed Drift Course focuses on using both the current and a dive propulsion
vehicle (DPV / Scooter) to create an underwater thrill-ride!
Exclusive only to TL Sea Diving, Dive Center Owner / Master Instructor Trux Terkla
dreamed this course up to offer another creative opportunity where Students could
combine previously learned skills from both the Drift & DPV Diver courses to enhance
their enjoyment of the underwater environment.
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Covering more ground and slicing through the water at high speeds (while having
incredible fun) are only a few of the by-products of this amazing specialty course!
During this class, you will learn:
 Safe ascents & descents with your buddy and DPV
 Techniques to stay together with your buddy
 Maneuvering techniques around underwater obstacles
 How to establish better control over your body in the current
 How to recognize and manage updrafts, downdrafts and back-eddy currents
 Several safety techniques needed when diving in current
While we cannot control the sea or its currents, we can control our bodies underwater.
The amount of control you will have with a DPV in current is quite surprising; you will no
longer be as vulnerable to the force of the currents!
Our course teaches you how to do this, making diving in currents fun & creating an
adrenaline-charged underwater adventure!
High-Speed Drift diving is a great experience and a lot of fun! Some people like the
thrill of covering a lot of ground at a fairly rapid clip, while others don't like the idea of
having the water current control them. In either case, we train you how to establish
control underwater using the current along with the DPV to your advantage.
Our High-Speed Drift Diver Specialty Course includes:


One Classroom Session



One Full Day of Boat Diving



Three Open Water High-Speed Drift dives



High-Speed Drift Diver Specialty Certification



Collectors-Edition T-Shirt



Certification Card

This course will also count as one more step toward your Master Scuba Diver Certification
– the highest non-professional scuba diver rating!
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The High-Speed Drift Diver Specialty is a valuable course for those qualified
individuals who wish to experience flying safely underwater at high speeds, while learning
to get the most out of their drift diving experiences!
For safety, we limit the number of participants in any buddy team to just two Student
divers with one Instructor.

Prior to enrolling in this course, the Student must possess

certifications in both Drift Diver and DPV Diver Specialty Courses. Each Student will also
be evaluated for comfort and competence in order to provide the highest level of safety
and fun.

Register TODAY for

Pure Adrenaline!

Please contact the Dive Center Today to Register!
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